Distributed coordination is critical for a multirobot system in collective cleanup task under a dynamic environment. In traditional methods, robots easily drop into premature convergence. In this paper, we propose a Swarm Intelligence based algorithm to reduce the expectation time for searching targets and removing. We modify the traditional PSO algorithm with a random factor to tackle premature convergence problem, and it can achieve a significant improvement in multi-robot system. It performs well even in a obstacle environment. The proposed method has been implemented on self-developed simulator for searching task. The simulation results demonstrate the feasibility, robustness, and scalability of our proposed method compared to previous methods.
Introduction
Searching and cleaning targets in an unknown dynamic environment through multirobot system have numerous real world applications [1] , such as hazardous waste cleanup [2] , urban search and rescue [3] , surveillance systems, and monitoring in military combat environment. Distributed multirobot systems demand group coherence and group competence [4] . Due to its robustness, flexibility, and reliability, the distributed coordination is desirable for multirobot systems under dynamic environment [5, 6] . Therefore, the main challenge for multirobot systems is to develop intelligent robots which can adapt their behaviors based on interaction with the environment and other robots, so as to become more proficient in their tasks in new situations [7, 8] .
Recently, when tackling the problem of how to organize the large scale robots efficiently without high cost under dynamic and unknown environment, more and more researchers adopt bioinspired coordination methods. Swarm robotics provides a new approach for coordination of multirobot systems consisting of large number of relatively simple robots. The term "Swarm Intelligence" is inspired by an understanding of the decentralized mechanisms that underlie the organization of natural swarms such as ants, bees, fish, wolves, and even humans.
Typical research in swarm-based robotic systems can be classified to a few domains, which include biological inspiration [9] , parallel searching [10, 11] , coordinated movement [12] , pattern formation [13, 14] , and mapping and localization [15] . All of these systems consist of multiple robots or embodied simulated robots acting autonomously based on their own decisions.
To stimulate the colonial organization, such as bird flock and ant colony, Swarm Intelligence theory has been put forward. Particle Swarm Optimization and Ant Colony Optimization are two of the most representative algorithms based on the Swarm Intelligence theory. Also, some researches [16] use these two algorithms to organize large scale multirobot system in searching and cleanup tasks. With these methods, a robot in a multirobot system can make its own decision based on its local environment information and interaction with its neighbors without centralized control. However, since this kind of algorithms' characteristics, using them to organize and handle complex task has the problems of low convergence speed and sensitivity to local convergence. Robots are easily plunged into local minimum and hard to explore new area, and thus the global performance of multirobot systems may be greatly reduced.
In the collective cleanup task, there are some targets randomly distributed in target area. The robots may also be randomly located in the target area. They should find targets first and then remove them. The mass of target is stochastic. When some targets are too big for a single robot to cleanup individually, it needs to cooperate with other robots in the environment. Therefore, a robot needs to judge whether it can handle the task individually or cooperate with other robots, so as to handle the collective cleanup task efficiently and effectively. There might be some obstacle [17] spread in the target map; robot cannot go through the obstacle; they have to avoid the obstacle.
To address this problem, we propose a modified PSO algorithm trying to minimize searching time and handle the premature convergence problem which has not been tackled by most of researchers previously. In our method, the searching area is divided into two-levels; that is, the task map is divided into distinct subareas and each subarea is divided into distinct grids. A collective cleanup task can be divided into two phases, that is, searching phases and removing phase. When there is no detected target in robot's target list, the robot will be in searching phase. If a robot discovers a target or receives message about targets from other robots, it will switch its state from searching to removing. No matter in which phase the robot is, a corresponding utility function is given for deciding the next movement. A Particle Swarm Optimization based algorithm has been proposed to balance the robot's exploration and exploitation behavior through interaction among robots. We also modify the algorithm with a random factor to tackle premature convergence problem, and it can make a significant improvement in global performance of the multirobot system. There is no centralized control unit; each robot just makes decision individually by its local information and communication with its neighbors. We use a Wi-Fi model for robots' communication between each other. To evaluate the proposed method, we also conduct simulations by comparing previous methods.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 describes the proposed methodology. We conduct simulation and present the simulation results in Section 4. To conclude the paper, Section 5 outlines the research conclusions and future work.
Related Work
Within the field of multirobot systems, multirobot search and cleanup is one area which is currently receiving a great quantity of research attention. In 1987, Reynolds [18] modeled the motion of a flock of birds and used computer to simulate it. Payton et al. [19] propose a method for coordinating the actions of large numbers of small-scale robots through using virtual pheromone named symbolic message, which is modeled after the chemical insects, such as ants.
Michael et al. [20] use market-based coordination protocols algorithm to dynamically assign tasks to multirobots. He makes an assumption that every robot has knowledge of the maximum number of robots.
The method inspired by PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) algorithm [21] has received much attention in the last few years. Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is designed through stimulation of a simplified model of flock of animals such as birds.
Pugh and Martinoli [22] present a search algorithm inspired by PSO. They exploit this inspiration by modifying the PSO to mimic the multirobot search process. Each robot is represented by a particle in a two-dimensiona search space. However, the algorithm only focuses on single target searching, and it is hard to extend this algorithm into multitarget searching. Hereford et al. [23] propose a distributed PSO method for a multirobot searching task. Each robot updates its own position and velocity based on its local measurements and the global best position shared with others. Besides, this algorithm is only applied to a single target searching.
Doctor et al. [24] study the multitarget searching case by dividing robots into subgroups and each group is dedicated to one target searching. A global processing is conducted to identify the most important target once all of the targets have been identified.
Meng and Gan [25] present a PSO-inspired algorithm to combine explorative searching and dynamic task allocation together for collective construction. They use this algorithm to balance the tradeoff of exploration and exploitation when multirobots were assigned to the collective cleanup task. A grid-based map is used for target searching and each robot has to store the global map's grids which mean the robot needs enough large memory. Later, they improve their works [26] by dividing the robot status into two phases: searching and selecting, where each phase has its own utility function.
Liu et al. [16] propose a modified PSO algorithm that minimizes the time for searching by dividing the global map into two-level subareas so each robot only need, to store local grid information, which can reduce communication traffic when robots interact with each other. They use Wi-Fi for robots' interaction to avoid significant overlap during exploration.
Couceiro et al. [27] proposed two modified versions of the Particle Swarm Optimization and the Darwinian PSO(DPSO) algorithms, based on obstacles avoidance abilities and real-world multirobot systems (MRS). The concepts of social exclusion and social inclusion are used in the robotic DPSO algorithm as a punish-reward mechanism enhancing the ability to escape from local optima.
Masr and Zelenka [28] modified the PSO algorithm and proposed fitness function for such purpose and modified a basic principle which controls movements of the particles. According to their works, the most important feature of their work is the fact that using such simple rules is satisfactory to lead robots to explore their surroundings.
In our previous works [29] , we modify the Particle Swarm Optimization method to balance the tradeoff of exploration and exploitation. Now we extend our work to new environment with obstacles. Also we proposed a more effective International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 3 optimization strategy to handle the premature convergence in multitarget searching problem when using PSO algorithm. Robots communicate with each other through Wi-Fi, and each robot makes its own decision individually by local information and interactions with other robots.
Methodology
Initially, each robot and target randomly distributed in the environment, and no targets' or robots' position overlap. It is efficient to search the local subarea first and then others. Basically, we divide the cleanup task into two phases: searching and removing; each phase has its own utility function. The states of robots are all set to searching initially.
During the searching phase, each robot detects its local subarea in the beginning. If a subarea has not been detected yet, the robot is going to decide which subarea to be detected next by itself according to local environment information and interaction with its neighbors. The robot should detect the undetected subarea as much as possible in order to speed up the task. Once a robot discovers a target by itself or receives message about target from its neighbor, it will switch its state from searching to removing, and it has to balance the tradeoff of exploration and exploitation. If there is only one target in the robot's target list, it has to decide whether it should move to remove the target or continue detecting other undetected subarea. If there is more than one target in the robot's target list, it not only needs to decide what it should do but also has to decide which target to be removed once it chooses to remove.
3.1. Map. We suppose that the task area is a grid-based map. The global map is divided into × subareas. We use ( , ) to represent the state of the subarea whose location is ( , ): = { 1, subarea ( , ) has been detected, 0, subarea ( , ) has not been detected.
Each subarea consists of equal numbers of grids, which means subarea is divided into grids. We use to record the state of the grid at ( , ):
has been detected, 0, grid ( , ) has not been detected.
Each robot has two buffers. One of them stores the grids value of current subarea so the robot could know which grid has been detected and which has not. When the detected grids of current subarea reach a percentage, the robot will set this subarea to the state that has been detected. Then the robot will pick up another subarea and move to explore it. This buffer then will be used to store new subareas grids state when it moves into a new subarea. Another buffer stores all the subareas values.
Cooperation

Searching.
When a robot is in searching phase, it may face two different conditions: the case that current subarea has not finished detection and the case that detection of current subarea has been finished. Robots adopt corresponding strategy to determine the next movement under different conditions.
In the case that current subarea has not finished detection, a robot should explore its current subarea as fast as possible, meanwhile reducing the overlap of grid detection as much as possible. The simplest method to complete the detected task is letting the robots wander in subarea. But it is obvious that the efficiency of this method is too low to tolerate, and the robots would repeat detecting some grids again and again. In our works, we give each grid a utility function. The higher the utility of a grid, the higher priority a robot will go to detect. According to the observation they [25] did, it will be more effective to let robot detect the corner of a subarea first. Hence we defined the utility function as
where ( ) means the utility of grid ( , ) for robot in time and represents the distance between grid ( , ) in subarea ( , ) and the center of subarea ( , ).
Robot will mark the grid of current subarea which has been detected yet and store it in its own buffer, and it would not move to detect this kind of grid. So the overlap problem can never happen. Besides, it can minimize the expected time for searching; therefore global performance will be better. When the percentage of detected grids arrives at a user setting value, the robot will set the state of this subarea to 1 in its buffer, and then it will move to detect other subareas.
In another case, robot completes detecting current subarea and it is going to determine which subarea to be detected in next move. We believe that a robot should follow two factors, in order to accelerate the task, while choosing the next subarea to be detected: (1) the travel cost to the subarea should be low; (2) the potential of having target in the subarea should be high. We make an assumption that all the robots know how many undetected grids a subarea has, which can be represented by ∑ , to reduce the complexity of computation. According to Meng's work [26] , the probability of having a target in subarea ( , ) at time can be defined as
where is the distance between subarea ( , ) and map center. Now we can define the utility function of each subarea when robot needs to choose which subarea to be detected next. Based on the two factors we mentioned before, the utility function of subarea ( , ) for robot can be defined as
where ( ) is the probability of having a target in subarea ( , ) and ( ) means the distance between robot and the center of subarea ( , ). The same as before, the higher the utility of a subarea, the higher the probability a robot will choose it to be detected.
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International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 3.2.2. Removing. During removing phase, each robot has its own target list. Once again, we need a utility function of each target in target list for a robot. We suppose that when a robot discovers a target, it can also scan and get the mass of this target. Therefore we can easily define the utility function of a target as
where ( ) is the mass of the target at location ( , ) at time and ( ) represents the distance between robot and this target. In general, the higher the utility of the target is, the more attractive the corresponding target is to the robot. Hence, it will benefit more than other if the robot moves to remove the target with a higher utility.
Communication.
We use Wi-Fi model to achieve communication between each robot. Every robot can contact with others when they are in the range of Wi-Fi scope. When two robots are in predefined range, they can interact and change the local information with each other. The traditional methods let the two robots exchange all information. To reduce the cost of interaction, we improve the role of interaction. Each robot only stores the grids' state of current subarea and the states of all subareas in its buffer. When two robots, which are preparing to exchange information, are in the same subarea, they would change the girds' state of current subarea. In addition, they would change the global subareas' state too. If the two robots are in different subareas, they will just exchange the global subareas' state.
Modified PSO.
After the discussion above, we have different utility functions under any circumstance. Generally speaking, we can simply use greedy algorithm to choose the position of next move. But the global performance will be so much inefficient because it cannot balance the tradeoff of exploration and exploitation. As we know, the tradeoff needs to be adjusted; it means that the robots should not only be self-interested, but also work together to achieve optimal global performance.
We pay our attention to Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm to handle this problem. According to PSO algorithm, each particle combines the local information obtained by it and global information obtained by its neighbors to update its position and velocity. In our multirobots system, it is hard to compute the global best because each robot just can communicate with the one which is in the predefined range. Inspired by the work of other researchers, we use a modified PSO algorithm to update each robot's position and velocity. The velocity vector and position of a robot can be updated as ( + 1) = × ( ) + 1 × rand × ( − ( )) , ( + 1) = ( ) + ( + 1) ,
where ( ) is the velocity of robot , 1 is the accelerated factors, is the inertia factor, ( ) is the position of robot , and represents the position which has the highest utility computed by corresponding utility function. For instance, if a robot is in removing phase, the = position of max . As usual, there are upper bound and lower bound of velocity, if the new velocity obtained by the update function is out of the range of predefined scope.
In the application of PSO, the algorithm usually tends to converge prematurely because of the insufficient diversity of individuals. And all the robots are sensitive to local convergence. Once a robot finds a high utility target, it will rush to it and most of the robots will tend to the target because of the interaction between them. Another disadvantage of PSO is that as time goes on the robot has certain possibility to wander in narrow areas and lose the ability to explore.
To deal with this problem, we believe that we can fix it with improving the ability for detecting new areas without considering the utility of each robot. Hence, we propose an approach that works in the process when a robot needs to determine which position it will move in the next step. We modify the function of update velocity as follows:
where is a 1 − 0 two-value number whose value is decided randomly and random represents a random velocity in the predefined scope.
This formula means that before each robot decides where to move in the next step, it should roll a dice first; if it gets the specific value, it will make a random movement instead of updating velocity under PSO algorithm. Otherwise, it uses PSO to select the next movement as usual.
To enhance the searching ability, we make some change of the inertia factor. According to Shi and Eberhart [30] , a big inertia factor is a benefit for global searching and a small inertia factor is a benefit for local searching. We define a time decreasing inertia factor as a function of
where is the current iteration, and max is the max iteration, start and end are two parameters. Hence, the robot has a good ability to explore new area in a large scale in the initial stage while search local area with high accuracy later. In reality environment, there might be some obstacles spread in the target area. Robots cannot remove the obstacle and walk through it. If a robot Robot must avoid the obstacle to finish the cleanup task.
In original PSO algorithm based robot, the multirobot system does not handle the obstacle and moves as usual. In our algorithm, we just make a simple modification to the moving strategy of robot, so it can adapt to complicated environment.
(i) If there is an obstacle standing in the way of a robot, the robot gives up the target and finds another target based on the modified PSO algorithm.
If any robot falls into the obstacles area, obstacle avoidance mechanism is activated to find the new target position for the robot. With this adaptive moving strategy, the robot swarm can finish its task as usual even there are obstacles.
Computational Complexity Issues.
The computational complexity analysis is concerned with the complexity of the problem over all possible instances, sizes, and algorithms. There has been an attempt to evaluate Particle Swarm Optimization lgorithms. Different from the normal problem solved by PSO algorithm, each robot just makes a little calculation in our method. To obtain the location of next movement, a robot needs to scan its target list and find out the best target with utility function. We suppose that a robot receives signal of target from robots. And there are already targets in the target list of robot , because the calculation of each target's utility is simple and no loop is involved. Hence, the time cost is ( + ). This can be verified by simulation experiments.
Simulation
Simulation Set-Up.
To evaluate the performance of our modified PSO algorithm in a distributed swarm robot system, we use our self-developed JAVA-based virtual simulator. The simulation environment is as presented below.
(i) The searching environment is a two-dimensional area with 4 × 4 subareas. Each subarea consists of 10 × 10 girds, so there are totally 1600 grids in the global map.
(ii) One target or robot just occupied one grid and none of them are overlapped in the same grid. In other words, the grid is the smallest unit in our simulation.
(iii) The local communication radius, which is the Wi-Fi range, of each robot is predefined. And the default value of target visibility range is 3 girds.
(iv) Each robot can only move vertically or horizontally. It is reasonable. If the grid is small enough and the robots occupy multi grids, the robot will move normally. Hence, in order to simplify the simulation, we suppose that each robot can move limitedly.
(v) Population size is set to 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 depending on the searching environment. In general, evolutionary search algorithm performs better with relatively large population. However, a large number of robots will cost a lot without producing significant improvements.
(vi) We make an assumption that there are totally 400 unit mass uniform distributed across 10 targets. It means that the mass of each target is likely the same.
(vii) Cognitive coefficient 1 is set to 2 for all robot based on the setting in the experiments in previous studies.
(viii) The coefficients of inertial factor function start and end are set to 0.9 and 0.4, respectively, to improve searching performance in different stages. We repeat simulation over one thousand times on each different condition, and calculate the average iteration and average travel distance when all the targets have been cleaned. At last we choose the traditional PSO-based method and Random-Walk method to compare them with our method.
4.2.
Results. Two different situations were simulated in our experiment. The first experiment is the simulation for the task cleanup in a map without obstacle. The second situation is an environment with randomly spread obstacle. Each obstacle has different size.
No Obstacle.
Firstly, we assume that there is no obstacle in the map.
In a cleanup task, the population size of robot has a great impact on the performance. No matter which method we use, the number of iterations would be less and less with the population size becoming larger and larger. Hence, it is significant for us to find out a method which can complete the task with robots as little as possible.
According to Figure 1 we can easily find out that, along with the number of robots that increased from 10 to 30, global finish time of all the three method is decreased accordingly. The modified PSO methods has the best performance no matter how many robots are in the multirobot system. Traditional PSO-based method performs as good as modified PSO method when number of robot is large. But on other side, the performance of traditional PSO-based method goes near to the Random-Wander method. Figure 2 shows the average travel distance of each robot. As we see, Random-Wander based robot travels the longest distance. PSO-based robot walks less and less as the population size increases. Robot based on our modified PSO always has the best performance. The travel distance is directly related to the overall power consumption of the systems. From Figure 3 we know that when the target visible range is small, our methods work excellently no matter what size the International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 7 swarm is. But searching by PSO-based method easily drops into premature convergence especially under the small size swarm circumstance. The reason behind this observation is that the robots using PSO are almost greedy and would always try to achieve the best utility. Therefore, they would move to remove targets with highest utilities rather than explore new areas. Table 1 describes the average and max and min iteration when task has been finished with 20 robots under different circumstances. It is obvious that our modified PSO methods always perform better than other two methods. The min iteration of our method is small enough, while the max iteration is not too big to satisfy us. With the Wi-Fi range and detection range increase, the finish time is limited to a lower bound which is decided by swarm size and target number. On the other side, PSO-based method has a bad performance when the Wi-Fi range and detection range are small. It is reasonable that when these two parameters are small, the robots can only get extremely little information from local environment and neighbors; therefore they tend to search for a narrow area again and again, which means they lost the ability to explore new subarea. Once again, the simulation result illustrates that our modified PSO method outperforms the PSO approach on any occasion.
Environment with Obstacle.
In this simulation, some obstacle occupied one or two girds will be spread randomly in the map. We repeat the experiments in the previous section with 10 and 20 obstacles, respectively. As before, the visible range is 4 and the Wi-Fi range is 3.
According to Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 , the robot swarm based on our modified PSO algorithm performs as good as usual. No matter how many the obstacles are, robots can complete the task perfectly. However, the original PSO algorithm based robot has an unsatisfying performance when the number of obstacles is large. It is proved that our algorithm has significant improvement and the robot can adapt to complex environment to solve the problem and finish task. The original PSO algorithm has a better performance along with the population size increase. But the performance is much worse than before. In more complicated environment, original PSO algorithm is not suitable. Figures 8 and 9 show that robot based on PSO performs worst while number of obstacles becomes greater. However, the number of iterations for finishing task is nearly the same. The modified PSO algorithm is flexible enough for different environments.
Conclusion
A novel Swarm Intelligence based algorithm is proposed for a distributed search and collective cleanup task. We aim to accelerate multirobots searching and cleaning with a Swarm Intelligence algorithm. Meanwhile, we modified the bioinspired algorithm to handle the problems of low convergence speed and sensitivity to local convergence. Compared with traditional PSO-based algorithm, simulations of the method that we propose present a better performance. The result demonstrates the significant improvement of the new method. One specific embodiment is that the total time of finishing task is more stable and shorter than that of the traditional PSO-based approach. What is more, the average travel distance of each robot is smaller. It means that the overall power consumption of the system is less. Once again, the simulation result illustrates that our modified PSO method outperforms the PSO approach on any occasion.
In the future work, we will consider more about realworld environmental elements and extend our methods to other task for multirobot system. With a new platform, we can experiment our methods in a better angle. 
